12” CLASSIC 5-CHEESE PIZZA

St. Louis’ original “St. Louis Style” pizza has remained unchanged since Ed and
Margie Imo started their little pizza business back in 1964. Topped with 100%
real Provel®, mozzarella, parmesan, provolone, and Romano cheese, this
hometown favorite is sure to bring everyone to the kitchen table.

12” PEPPERONI PIZZA

Another local favorite: simple, classic and delicious. Topped with generous
amounts of the finest pepperoni with real Provel® and Romano cheese.

12” SAUSAGE PIZZA

You won’t find sausage as fresh as ours. We dare you to try. Each and every
piece of sausage is hand pinched and placed on top of a layer of 100% real
Provel® and Romano cheese.

12” BACON PIZZA

Bacon! Bacon! Bacon! Not your average bacon pizza. You haven’t seen a pizza
like this. We cover this mouth watering feast with whole, real strips of bacon
from edge to edge resting on a bed layer of real Provel® and Romano cheese.

12” SAUSAGE & PEPPERONI PIZZA

Peas and Carrots. Peanut Butter and Jelly. Spaghetti and Meat Balls. This pizza
joins the list of perfect combinations. Piled high with fresh sausage and
pepperoni, you’re sure to get all the flavors in every bite.

12” VEGGIE PIZZA

Perfect for our vegetarian Imo’s fans out there or simply those looking for a
change of pace. Our veggie pizza is topped with mushrooms, green peppers,
red onions and black olives all resting on a layer of with 100% real Provel® and
Romano cheese.

12” BUFFALO STYLE CHICKEN PIZZA

A Must Try !! This special take on the traditional buffalo style really sweetens up

the deal. Starting with our perfect blend of Imo’s Sweet Heat sauce, this
delicious pizza is then layered with that lovable Provel® cheese and topped with
real chunks of grilled chicken. Heat things up with this tasty treat and add this
new favorite to your order today!

12” DELUXE PIZZA

Before you even take a bite into this one, you’ll be amazed. Truly a beautiful,
colorful pizza, the Deluxe comes with vibrant green peppers, crisp red onions
and mushrooms as well as a hefty supple of our fresh sausage and real bacon
strips. Don’t forget that all sits atop the delicious 100% real Provel® and
Romano cheese. Our mouths are watering just thinking about it!

12” 4-MEAT PIZZA

This is THE pizza for all meat lovers out there. The meat lovers pizza of all meat
lovers. Starting with a layer of the always famous 100% real Provel® cheese, we
then load on the toppings of sausage, pepperoni, Canadian bacon and, of
course, real strips of whole bacon. While sharing is always nice, it may be hard
to let others in on the action.

12" HAMBURGER

This is the perfect meat pizza for those who don’t eat pork. Our hamburger is
home-made, fresh never frozen, with our own special blend of spices. Each
hearty piece is hand pinched and placed on top of a delicious bed of real
Provel® cheese finished with a sprinkle of Romano cheese.

